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In this presentation
•

Factors responsible for evolution of community forestry (CF) program
in Asia and elsewhere

•

Evolution of process of increased community control – experience
from Nepal and some other countries
• Challenges confronted and how they were addressed

•

Changes in the pattern of production & consumption of forest
products and services as a consequence of CF

•

Status of CF program in selected Asian countries

•

Status of CF towards addressing poverty

•

Impact of CF on poverty reduction (SLA Framework)

•

Why CF has succeeded in some situations, while not in others?

•

Key lessons learned on poverty reduction through CF

•

Suggestions for future action
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Factors Responsible for Evolution of CF (1)
•

For centuries, till the first half of the 20th century, rural communities
have been managing forest & tree resources

•

Forests being important, & often the only, source of revenue for states,
govts across the world gradually started to control the use of forests by:
•
•

Nationalizing the forests with laws to protect them, and setting up forest
agencies to administer their uses;
Instructing forest agency to harvest timber & other valuable forest
products for trade within & outside the nation, & to support govt dev.
initiatives;

•

Govts also developed policy to allow people to clear forests in places for
agri. production & charge land taxes

•

However, with no other means/ alternatives, local people continued to
use forests to meet their h-hold needs (firewood, fodder, timber etc).
They also cleared forests in places to grow food & for settlement

•

1970s: Global energy crisis – and reports on deforestation/ firewood
crisis, with impact on agriculture prod. & millions of ruralTENTH
people’s
lives
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Factors Responsible for Evolution of CF (2)
•

1978: World Forest Congress, Jakarta (Indonesia) with the main
theme of “Forests for People”. The resolutions included actions to:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Halt or reverse rapid deforestation all over the world;
Restore/ rehabilitate the lost forests and protect the remaining ones, and
seek public cooperation - problem too big for forest agency alone to tackle;
Support national govts in reforestation of the deforested areas &
protection of the remaining forests; and
Mobilize rural populations and educate & motivate villagers to participate
in the tree planting and forest protection programs.

1978: FAO published a seminal paper on Forestry for Local
Community Development (FAO Forestry Paper No 7)
1980s: National govts in dev’ping nations of Africa, Asia &
L/America initiated CF programs/ projects, with support from
various dev. organizations
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Evolution of Process for Increased Community Control (1)
Challenges Encountered & How they were Addressed

•

Early 1980s: Perceived problem - rapid deforestation/ tree cutting
•
•

•

Perceived cause of the problem – illiterate villagers – who do not
know the imp. of forests & trees; cut trees & destroy forests
•
•

•

Solution - Teach villagers about the importance of forests & trees, and
motivate them to plant trees & protect forests;
Solution – provide them with free seedlings, fuel saving cook stoves etc.

Perceived knowledge/ skills required to address the problem
•

•

Solution – undertake massive reforestation & forest protection programs
Solution – stop cutting trees & destroying the remaining forests

Technical know-how of raising seedlings in the nurseries, planting &
protecting the planted trees, and how to protect the remaining forests

Initial results – mixed (mid 1980s)
•
•

Limited success in addressing the deforestation problems
Local people not interested in the govt’s reforestation/ tree planting programs
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Evolution of Process for Increased Community Control (2)
Challenges Encountered & How They Were Addressed

•

New problem - approach adopted - top-down, command & control
• Solution - shift in approach to one which is bottom-up & participatory

•

New problem – forest agency lacked credibility & local people’s trust –
villagers did not believe they would get to use the forests in the future;
•
•

•

New challenges - complex socio-economic issues surfaced; for example:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Solution – Reorientation of foresters
Solution - Reform in forestry education & training

Widespread rural poverty - esp. people who depend on forest for l-hood;
Recognition of the need to meet local people’s basic needs of f/products;
Recognition of the need to understand social dimension of forestry problems &
solutions – esp. gender issues and role of women
Prevailing social structures that favoured specific community & h-hold
members esp. men and other privileged members;
Need to appreciate local people’s forestry knowledge/ experiences, and how
this could be used as a basis for building CF programs

Guaranteed use rights to forests – a key for local people’s participation
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Evolution of Process for Increased Community Control (3)
Challenges Encountered & How They Were Addressed

•

1990s: National govts & other concerned orgs started to redesign CF
programs/ projects, with the aim to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Securing local people’s’ forest use rights & meeting their f/product needs;
Shifting in the approach – from the top-down, command & control
measures to one which is participatory & more inclusive
Placing greater emphasis on social dimensions – especially needs of women
and other socially disadvantaged h-hold members;
Revising forestry curricula and include CF curriculum and faculties;
Strengthening forestry organizations & staff capacity at all levels to
promote & support CF work; and
Reforming forest policies & laws with provisions for CF (the above)

2000s: Mixed results: +ve in forest regeneration, but inequitable
benefits
•
•
•

Need to understand the ways in which CF – as it was practised – could
result in either the exclusion of poor h-holds or inequitable benefits
Include poverty reduction goals in CF program/ project documents;
TENTH EXECUTIVE
FOREST POLICY COURSE
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Evolution of Process for Increased Community Control (4)
•

Challenges Encountered & How They Were Addressed
2010s: Global attention to bigger environmental challenges, esp. global
warming/ climate change with impact on the ecosystems
•
•

•

Forests as the main source of both the problem (global warming) through
deforestation & the solution (carbon sequestration) thru better forest mgmt
Too much focus on poverty reduction & localised actions (such as CF ) might
not be very helpful to address such global challenges
Must find ways which could provide ecosystem or large landscape level impact

•

2010s: Some specific forest related initiatives emerged – for example:

•

Payment for Environmental/ Ecosystem Services (PES); and

•
Reduced Emissions from Deforestation & Degradation of Forests (REDD) – with 2
specific measures – (a) c-change mitigation and (b) c-change adaptation
•

This triggered a few field projects - how CF might contribute to PES & REDD

•

Mid 2010s: Initial results suggest that
•
CF has potential for contribution to the REDD & PES initiatives – i.e. programs
of c-c adaptation & watershed mgmt (source of drinking water for city people);
•
Communities’ role in CF & c-change negotiation process not so
clear as yet.
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Changes in the Pattern of Production & Consumption of
F/Products & Services as a Consequence of CF (1)
Pattern of change in the Production & Consumption of F/ Products
•

A shift in focus from the production & supply of timber (for use by industries &
urban centres) to one which would focus on the production & supply of NTFPs
(for consumption by rural people at the community/ h-hold levels);

•

A shift in the management objective from generating revenue for the govt to
one which aimed at fulfilling basic f/product needs of the rural communities

•

Many nations even imposed logging ban & export of timber. They also imposed
restrictions on harvesting of f/products even for use by domestic industries;

•

However, in recent years, there has been increased recognition of the need for:
• Sustainable harvesting & utilization of CF products (esp. timber) for
commercial (as well as non commercial) purposes;
• Silviculture - enhancing the quality & productivity of CF resources; and
• Raising the value of CFs in the eyes of the users & other s-holders by
Increasing revenue from the CFs for both CFUGs & govt entities
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Changes in the Pattern of Production & Consumption of
F/Products & Services as a Consequence of CF (2)
Pattern of Change in the F/ Services
•

In countries like Nepal, the past two decades or so have seen a significant proportion
of the forest service efforts (time & resources) being devoted to support CF programs;

•

Some nations even created a separate CF Division within the Forest Ministry/ Dept

•

Another large chunk of the forest service effort seem to have gone into the national
parks & forest (wildlife) reserves

•

This is followed by investments in the govt administered forests (& to some extent in
soil conservation & watershed management programs);

•

In contrast, the same period has witnessed a drastic reduction of efforts in the forest
enterprise/ industry related work;

•

Similarly, efforts in general forestry research (other than CF related studies) also
declined drastically over this period;

•

Even in CF research, most efforts have gone into studies related to forest dependent
people’s l-hoods, use rights & CF governance, but hardly any for sustainable
harvesting, utilization & marketing of CF products.
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Status of CF in Selected Asian Countries (1)
Policies, Laws & Guidelines (Malla 2011)

Country

Policy, Law & Guideline

CF grps & area in 2010

Cambodia

CF Policy (2002); Law (2003); Guidelines (2005)

176 Groups; 143,789 ha

China

Collective forest reform (mid 1980s); forest allocation
to h-holds (2003); countryside dev initiative (2006)

8 Provinces 69.1% h-holds

India

Joint Forest Mgmt (1989); Forest Act Amendment
(1991); Tribal (Forest) Act (2008)

84,632 JFM Groups
17,331,955 ha

Indonesia

License to communities for forest mgmt (1997); SF
regulations (2003); CF (2007); Village CF (2008)

Lease 158,000 ha; HKM
200,000 ha; HD 5000 ha

Laos

Village Forestry Policy and Law for NTFP use, including
recognition of customary use (2005)

Pilot projects

Nepal

CF policy (1976); Rules & Regulations (1978); New
Forest Act (1993); Guidelines (1995)

14,000 Groups; 1.6 m hholds; 1.2 m ha

Philippines SF Prog. (1980s); Forest Stewardship Certificate Prog.
(1987); Indigenous Peoples Rights (1997)

5.503 Groups; 690,687 hholds; 5.97 m ha.

Thailand

5.300 Villages; 196.990 ha

Vietnam

CF in National Constitution (1997); CF Bill in
Parliament
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Status of CF in Selected Asian Countries (2)
Bundle of Local Communities’ Forest Use Rights (Malla 2011)

Rights to -

Cambodia China India

Indonesia

P’pines

Nepal

V’nam

Own forest land

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Own forests

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Groups or H-Holds

Grps

Grps

Grps

Grps

Grps

Grps

Grps

?

Yes

?

?

?

?

Yes

Sell products in market

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lease to outsiders

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

?

?

?

?

100%

100%

?

Allocation to h-holds

Share of CF benefits to
forest user groups
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Status of CF Towards Addressing Poverty
Poverty Reduction Provisions

Poverty red. policy/ practice

C’dia China India

Ind’si
a

P’pines

Nepal

V’nm

Have a Poverty Reduction
Strategy (PRS)/ PRSP (re: WB)

PRSP

Own
PRS

Own
PRS

PRSP

PRSP

PRSP

&RSP

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Deli. effort to target poor hholds within the CF Program

?

?

?

?

?

Yes
(see NS)

?

Approach used to target poor
hhs within the CF Program

?

?

?

?

?

Yes
(see NS)

?

Finance to support poor hholds within the CF Program

?

?

?

?

?

35% of CF
income

?

Coordination of CF’s PR work
with other PR programs

No

?

?

No

No

No

No

?

?

?

?

?

Yes

?

PR objective in the CF
Program Document

Have CF gender & social
inclusion strategy
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Status of CF Towards Addressing Poverty
Guidelines for Targeting Poor H-Holds (Campbell 2011)

Few CF programs have developed guidelines on how to execute pov. red. activities
Nepal’s CF program has dev’ped guidelines on how to target the poor & to use it
for:
•

Social mobilization, group facilitation & coaching;

•

Community endorsed wellbeing rankings to identify/ target poor h-holds;

•

Allowing free access to f/products over & above the equal benefits provided to
all users;

•

Directing 35% of CF cash income in support of the poor h-holds’ IGAs;

•

Giving preference to poor for jobs from forestry or f/product enterprises;

•

Directing CF village dev expenditure to be more pro-poor (or reduce such
expenditure);

•

Trg/ scholarships to extreme poor or socially most excluded children & girls;
and

•

Providing share equity in f/product enterprises to the poor h-holds.

TENTH EXECUTIVE FOREST POLICY COURSE
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Impact of CF on Poverty Alleviation
Contribution to Natural Capital (1)

•

Comprehensive, nationwide info. on forest conditions (or natural capital),
following the initiation of CF programs, is yet to be available

•

Case studies/ general field observations suggest much improvement in forest
conditions or natural capital, following the initiation of CF programs in almost all
Asian countries (Malla 2011). These include:
• Forest land use change and decreased incidence of forest fires and illegal
forest products harvesting and increased control of forest grazing;
• Enhanced forest biodiversity with higher tree density in formerly degraded
forestlands, increased species diversity, return of wild animals and birds,
regeneration of important tree species, etc.
• Revival of dried water sources/ streams & increased water flow/ availability

•

In Nepal, CF has enabled villagers to reinvest 28 to 50% of the CF income in
forest dev. (HURDEC, Mary Hobley & Associates and ERI 2013)

•

In addition, they employ forest watchers to protect millions of ha of forests,
which otherwise would have cost govts hundreds of millions of dollars each year.
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Impact of CF on Poverty Alleviation

Contribution to Natural Capital (2) (Pokharel 2011)

Dandapakhar -1975

Namdu, Dolkha 1989

Bonch -1989

Dandapakhar -2010

Namdu, Dolkha -2010

Bonch - 2010
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Impact of CF on Poverty Alleviation
Contribution to Financial Capital (1)

•

CF programs have lead to the increased production & supply of various
f/products to local h-holds (firewood, fodder, timber & seasonal foods part.
nutritious supplements to people’s diets) as well as safety nets (Malla 2011)

•

CF users have also generated cash income that h-holds use to buy foods and
other h-hold items & pay for their children school fees, books etc (Malla 2011)

•

Nepal: conversion of 15,701 CFUGs N/Capital into F/Capital (HUDRE, Mary
Hobley Associates & ERI 2013)
• Income: NPR 4,225,590,000 or US$ 49,103,100 per year
• Expenditure: NPR 2,608,209,000 or US$ 30,308,500 per year
• Balance: NPR 1,180,251,000 or US$ 13,715,000 per year
• Average income: NPR 290,000 or US$ 3,372 per CFUG per year
• Average expenditure: NPR 179,000 or US$ 2,081 per CFUG per year
• Balance: NPR: 81,000 or US$ 942 per CFUG per year

•

Based on a study of 16 districts, supported by DFID & SDC, an estimated total of
3.5 million person days of forest based employment per year is generated (of
which 85% going to the poor) (Campbell 2011)
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Impact of CF on Poverty Alleviation
Contribution to Financail Capital (2)
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Impact of CF on Poverty Alleviation
Contribution to Financial Capital (3)

•

CF users are also reported to use income to set up revolving funds to provide
loans to members w-out collateral to start income generating activities (IGAs)

•

One landmark study found that in seven districts, supported by DFID, 57% of the
poor – a total of 72,000 h-holds - were able to move out of poverty. 93% of the
poor had increased income over the period from 2003 to 2008; 25% of the
reductions was attributed to CF effort (Campbell 2011)

•

With carefully designed program, it is possible to reach poor h-holds, & help in
poverty red. - see table below (Carter & Pokharel 2011)
Poverty focused CF action

2000

2006

2008

Grants provided to poor h-holds (NPRs)

None

17,000

149,000

Soft loans provided to poor h-holds (NPRs)

None

174,000

506,000

Timber provided to poor h-holds (cubic feet)

None

3,233

6,096

Scholarships & jobs to poor h-hold members (Nos)

None

14 & 174

209 & 1,564
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Impact of CF on Poverty Alleviation
Contribution to Financial Capital (4)

•

So far, most CF programs have focused on local people’s access/ use rights to
forests . Need to move into sustainable harvesting & utilisation of f/products,
esp. timber (Regan, Durst & Enters 2007; Pokharel 2009)

• One case study of 145 FUGs in Nepal estimated annual timber increment of
2,319,587 c/feet and demand of 669,828 c/feet. But they were harvesting only
131,616 c/feet annually and of this only 1,663 c/feet had gone to the poor h-holds
(Pokharel 2009)
•

Huge scope for FUGs & govt entities to generate substantial additional revenue
thru CF based enterprises which, in turn, could lead to much increased
investment for community dev. & pro-poor initiatives (Pokharel 2009; Campbell
2011)

•

However, dev. of sustainable community & pro-poor forest based enterprises
has been constrained by regulatory barriers & inadequate harvesting regimes,
processing technologies, market access & the private sector links (Regan, Durst
& Enters 2007; Macqueen 2008; Pokharel 2009; Campbell 2011)
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Impact of CF on Poverty Alleviation
Contribution to Physical Capital

•

Following the CF program, local people are reported to invest a part of CF
income in village dev. activities – e.g. drinking water & irrigation schemes,
school building & access road const etc. as these contribute to l-hood
enhancement

•

Presence of these facilities, funded from their own CF funds, gives the local
people confidence, raising the value and importance of the forests

•

Investment in physical infra. are beneficial to both rich & poor h-holds – e.g. see
below a case study of selected FUGs in Nepal by Chapagain & Banjade (2009)
Village dev. work with CF fund
Drinking water schemes
Irrigation schemes

FUGs (No)

H-holds (No)

Poor h-holds (%)

167

12,480

8,486 (68%)

41

7,271

4,886 (65%)
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Impact of CF on Poverty Alleviation
Contribution to Human Capital

•

Most CF programs tend to have capacity building provisions – forestry staff &
community members – training, w-shops, s-tours within/ outside the country

•

Increased effort towards inclusive, pro-poor, gender sensitive approach to make
CF more equitable

•

Literacy classes (esp for women)/ s-ships to children/ girls of poor h-holds

•

Forestry & non-forestry jobs & developing diverse skills within the rural area

•

More imp. contribution relates to the way CF programs have mobilized and
strengthened capacities of millions of rural people in forest mgmt.

•

Estimated local people engagement in forestry in Nepal & India (Malla 2011)

Place

FUG
No

Popula.
million

G-Assembly
Per-Hrs/ Yr

FUG
C’tees

C’tee
M’bers

C’tee Meetings
Per-Hrs/ Yr

Nepal

14,000

>9.0

18.0 million

>14,000 >140,000

1,120,000

India

84,632

>17.4

34.8 million

>84,632 >846,320

5,077,820
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Impact of CF on Poverty Alleviation
Contribution to Social Capital (1)

•

Different interests exist w-in & b/w FUGs - how forest should be managed/
used; Effective FUGs are socially inclusive, follow participatory & transparent
decision-making principles, and FUG committees are accountable to general
forest users

•

In recent years, Asian CF programs have been more social inclusive & gender
sensitive. A case study of Nepal’s CF (Timsina & Banjada 2009) shows
Gender & social inclusion

2003

2009

FUG Composition (women to men ratio)

15:77

43:68

Women representatives in FUG E/Committee (%)

21

36

Dalit’s representatives in the FUG E/Committee (%)

06

12

Ethnic group representatives in the FUG E/ Committee (%)

32

44

•

National & international networks of forest users – e.g. FUA (India), FECOFUN
(Nepal); CFA (Thailand) etc, and Regional & Global CF Networks (e.g. GCFA)

•

Build solidarity & voice forest users’ oncerns at national & international
foraPOLICY COURSE
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Impact of CF on Poverty Alleviation
Contribution to Social Capital (2)
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Why CF Succeeded in Some Situations,
While Not in Others?
•

Strong political commitment;

•

Supportive CF policy and laws in place that guarantee local communities’
access/ use rights to forests;

•

Institutional mechanisms in place with provision of financial, human &
other resources to support and promote CF;

•

Guidelines in place to plan and implement CF laws & regulations;

•

CF Association/ federation to voice the users’ concerns and to negotiate
with govt & other major s-holders on their behalf

•

Joint periodic reviews of progress made, challenges faced & their
potential solutions;

•

Joint actions by concerned s-holders to new challenges/ opportunities
(govt forest agencies, reps of forest users, civil societies/ NGOs, dev
agencies, research & educational institutions, media groups etc);

•

Special effort to target and benefit the poor/ excluded households
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Community Forestry and Poverty Alleviation
Key Lessons (1)

•

In the past one & half decades, all the countries covered in this presentation
have included poverty alleviation as a key goal in their CF program docs;

•

However, very few have guidelines of how to plan & implement it in the field
– i.e. how to identify & target the poor and excluded h-holds;

•

Where CF programs have taken proactive approach to reaching the poor hholds, they have contributed to the poverty red. goal. This required:
• A greater understanding of the ways in which CF - as it was practiced can result in either exclusion of the poor or inequitable benefits;
• A focused approach by govt & donors on poverty, equity & l-hoods with
time & resources;
• Using community endorsed participatory wellbeing ranking (endorsed by
community) to identify poor/ excluded h-holds; and
• Facilitation, awareness raising & coaching on CFUG governance and
equitable benefits and to target the poor/ excluded h-holds
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Community Forestry and Poverty Alleviation
Key Lessons (2)

•

In general, full potential of CF programs is yet to be realized (Gilmour 2015)
• So far most CF programs have invested in securing local people’s forest
use rights & in harvesting f/products largely for h-hold consumption
(or non-commercial use);
• However, this - although very imp, has not proven to be a sufficient
condition for full success of CF programs

•

Both the govt entities & CFUG leaders seem to be reluctant to open CFs &
harvest forest products (esp. timber) for commercial use

•

Scope for CFUGs & govt entity to generate revenues through CF based
enterprises is huge - and this could lead to much increased investment for
community dev. & pro-poor initiatives (Malla 2011; Campbell 2011)

•

This will require reforms in policies & legislations and removal of barriers
that constraint harvesting of adequate timber and/or initiation of forest
enterprises and market linkages (Regan et al. 2007; Mcqueen 2008;
Pokharel 2009; Malla 2011; Gilmour 2011; Gilmour 2015)
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Community Forestry and Poverty Alleviation
Key Lessons (3)

•

There are also limitations relating to poverty reduction through CF
• Identifying the poor with community endorsed wellbeing ranking
and benefiting the poor h-holds was largely successful but targeting
the extreme poor (that require welfare/ humanitarian aid) was
more problematic (Campbell 2011)
• Efforts to reach the extreme poor are praiseworthy but may have
distracted the programs/ projects from primary objectives of CF,
thereby inhibited the extension of CF impact (Campbell 2011)
• Exaggerated expectations of (and therefore the risk of overloading)
CF should be avoided, and keep it in perspective. It is important to
recognize the limits of change that the frameworks of forest
oriented programs can achieve general poverty alleviation goals
(Sam & Shepherd 2011)
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Community Forestry and Poverty Alleviation
Suggestions for Future Action

•

Goal No 1 of the SDG 2030 aims to end poverty in all its forms by 2030 – the
question is how could CF could build on the lessons learned and have a more
focused, systematic approach to benefit the forest dependent poor h-holds?

•

It is clear from the analysis that the future of CF lies in sustainable harvesting &
utilization of f/products for commercial as well as non-commercial purposes;

•

In the CF program docs, statements of poverty reduction need to be accompanied
by guidelines (& necessary resources) to target the poor h-holds;
•
In areas where there are abundant forests, locate CF sites, ensure the users’
access/ use rights, and strengthen their capacities for CF mgmt;
•
Where CF sites already exist, encourage to commercialize CF activities & build
capacities for sustainable harvesting & utilization of CF products;
•
Ensure that CF operational plans include poverty reduction activities for
targeted h-holds with financial & other resources; and
•
Support reforming legislations that constraint marketing of CF products;

•

For h-holds with extreme poverty, CF programs should coordinate with (& facilitate
their access to) other poverty alleviation programs – esp. those with mandates to
provide welfare/ humanitarian support.
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